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Results of In-service Evaluation of Wind Shear Systems
Questions and Answers
Q: Larry Gordan (MITRE) - Could you just take a minute and talk about some of the issues
that predictor systems raise to pilots from your point of view?
A: Todd Murr (Northwest Airlines) - A lot of the concern that Northwest is having deals with
pilot confidence and nuisance rate. If you detect an event thirty seconds ahead, by the time they
penetrate this event there may not be an event or they will be at a lot higher altitude so they won't
be getting the outflow. Also, if you are familiar with Northwest we are doing a lot of the curve
path approaches. If you have a system that constantly looks three nautical miles out in front of
you as you are doing a curve path approach, this might raise some interesting issues that we
haven't 'addressed yet or we don't know how to address.
Q: Jim Evans (MIT) - When you talk about the performance being exceptional. How many
wind shears do you reckon the systems have detected?
A: Todd Murr (Northwest Airlines)- I would say that we haven't seen any wind shears at all.
We do not expect to see any wind shears and hope not to in this evaluation program.
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